
Brand Marketing Today
(this will likely be outdated tomorrow)



Brands needs to stand for someone,

not some thing.

If you stand for anything at all.

, I know. 



Matters
*Not that community 



DTC now = 
Direct to Community

Since the start of the pandemic, people have 
longed for community, and it’s thriving today–
online and in person. We all long for connection. 

In a world where seemingly everyone lives in the 
extremes—and social media is no longer 
social—consumers are seeking others with 
shared interests … or just more engagement. 
Hello, Nospace, and the 500,000-person 
waitlist. 

The secret to getting in? Find organic ways to 
provide value. 

Looking ahead to 2025, it's estimated that Discord will 
have 656 million users, marking a 27.62% increase. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/gen-z-new-social-media-app-nospace-nostalgic-less-curated-2024-4


Build an 
elastic 
brand …

or get to 
stretching. 



Collab    rations are 
the key to new 
customer 
segments.   

Borrowed equity can bring in new 
customers. Look no further than the 
Golden Arches (x Crocs, x Krispy 
Kreme, x WcDonald’s …). Relevance is 
queen.



You better know how to 
work with (and for) 
Creators … 
A recent Toyota campaign leveraged two influencers for Asian American Day Ones. The work 
resulted in 96% positive sentiment with the 9.2 million who consumed the content. 



… and real 
customers. 

Yeti is one of the best brands 
leaning into the credibility of 
actual customers – and their 
subcultures – and turning 
community into loyalty. 



Authentic 
connections are 
critical. 
UGC will never go out of style. 
A powerful piece of customer 
content can arguably have a 
greater impact than any ad. 

Real          real. 

https://www.facebook.com/story.php/?story_fbid=943589559006353&id=112832382082079&paipv=0&eav=AfamQILPY8C_fecIHB9PrGAb2jzxPzVLzawr_rQoIVK7pj8eRmqgy2b-arwE1XiygBw&_rdr


Always 
remember: 

Everyone loves a 
story



The downfall of professional golf started with the 
fracture of the PGA TOUR. All the “villains” are playing 
on LIV, while all the good guys are still on the PGA TOUR. 
It’s gotten kind of monotonous if you ask me. There’s a 
reason why younger golf fans are glued to YouTube. 

LIV Golf/PGA Tour/Ringer illustration



Take a walk on the wild side. behavewildwith.me


